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1. BACGRUN

We have been studying !he single-event-upset phenomena in
* microelectronic circuits with emphasis on those resulting from

nuclear reactions induced by energetic protons "f4:3. Our goal is
to understand the detailed physical mechanisms leading to SEUs .
sufficiently to put calculating SEUs on a sound quantitative
basis. We previously had considerable success in predicting the
charge generation in well defined slabs of silicon 'f-6). The
purpose of this contract was to try extending the model and the
associated simulation codes to GaAs and to begin the experimental
measurements necessary to test them-

2. 4CCQMPLISHMENTS UNDER THE CONTRACT
The Clarkson Nuclear Reaction models were modified to handle

proton-induced nuclear reactions in gallium arsenide-f- For
detail, see Appendix A.

The codes were immediately us ul in analyzing the
significance that the "'edge-effect-'phenomena, discovered in
microbeam studies of GaAs lates, would play in increasing the SEU
rates for GaAs memories 1Y-.- ppei-. i . "

-e-developed-t-hnigue using these codes for calculating SEU
rates for select circuits flown in space (9). Two of these

* . circuits, the 2901B and the 93L422 are responsible for SEU
problems aboard US satellites. For details see Appendix C.

-harge-Collection Measurements have been carried out using
the GaAs Fat-FET test structures from the Rockwell memories. The
first round of measurements are completed and a paper is bjg
prepared for publication. There is excellent agreement betw en
theory and experiment at high incident proton energies but poor
agreement at lower proton energies. A comparison of theory and
experiment is given in Fig. 1 for protons incident at 148 MeV. The
fit is typical for energies above 60 MeV.
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AICRODOSIMZTRIC ANALYSIS Of PROTON INDUCED REACTIONS 1073
IN SILICON AND ALLIUM ARSENIDE

G. E. Farrell
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Boston. Massachusetts 02115

: ~~P. J. McNulty and Wagih Abdel-g+,der "E

Physics Department
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we extend the calculations to

Microdosimetric comparisionus of volumes of gallium arsenide and we include, for both Si and GaAs.
osilicon and gallium arsenide exposed to protons of 25 the contributions from interactions that are initiated

to 300 MeV have been performed using a computer outside the sensitive volume. We find for both
simulation. Significant differences between silicon mterials that the contributions from interactions in-
and gallium arsenide are seen in the energy-deposition itiated in the surround are important for all but the
spectra. The effect of the surrounding material, the highest energy depositions.
energy and mass spectra of the recoiling nuclei, and
the effect of scaling are also presented and dis- COMPUTER MODEL
cussed.

A Monte-Carlo type computer simulation was used -.

to model the nuclear reaction initiating the SEU. The
INTRODUCTION physical assumptions upon which these codes are based

are similar to those of the codes developed by
Radiation-induced errors in microelectronic Metropolis at &1. (4). Dostrovsky et al. (5). Bertini

circui:s have in recent years been recognized as a (6-9). and Gutbrie (10,11). In our model, all the
serious problem. Charged particles lose energy by secondary charged particles emerging from the nuclear
ionizing the medium through which they pass, leaving event are followed to determine how much, if any, en-
behind a yake of electron-hole pairs. The sudden in- ergy is deposited in a sensitive volume of specified
troduction of this charge into a microelectronic de- dimensions. Then the total energy deposited is summed V.
vice can result in errors known as single-event upsets over all the secondaries emerging from each reaction
(SEU's). The energetic protons in the radiation belts to obtain the total energy deposited in the sensitive
and in the cosmic rays can induce SEU's. either microvolume by ionization losses by the charged
directly or through secondary particles from nuclear secondaries emerging from that event.
reactions. The most important secondary particle em-
erging from a proton-induced nuclear reaction, at The small defined sensitive volume of silicon or
least as far as SEUs are concerned, is the recoiling gallium arsenide corresponds to one sensitive region
fragment of the target nucleus. The prediction and on a microelectronics chip. The sensitive volume is
control of these upsets is crucial to the functioning embedded as shown in Fig. I in a larger volume which
of satellite systems. and our ability to quantitative- represents the rest of the chip. In the simulations
ly model SEUs sufficient to accurately predict rates discussed here. a unidirectional beam of protons of a
will depend ultimately on the ability to model the de- given incident energy is sent into the large volume.

position of energy and the consequent generation of Some of these protons will pass through the sensitive
charges in microvolumes of given dimensions, volume and deposit energy there, a small fraction will

undergo nuclear reactions in the sensitive volume, and
An SEU will occur if an ionizing particle de- other protons will induce nuclear reactions elsewhere

posits more than a critical amount of charge within in the larger volume. Both secondary particles and a
one of the sensitive microscopic volume elements on a recoiling nuclear fragment result from these reactonsdevice. We previously presented theoretical en- and some of these traverse the smaller sensitive

ergy-deposition spectra generated in silicon by volume.
nuclear interactions initiated within the sensitive
volume (1-3). These calculations were compared to ex- S O GO
perimental data obtained using Ortec silicon
surface-barrier detectors, all with a cross sectional

2
area of 25 me and thicknesses ranging from 2.5 to 97 - 7.-
micrometers exposed to protons ranging in energy from J. ..... y---j..-- '"
25 MeV to 158 MeV. The agreement was quite good. / '""

'

Work supported by Air Force Contracts No. SENSITIVE VOLUME
F19628-82-K-0039 from the Air Force Geophysics/ SN'VOU

Laboratory and F19628-82-1-0004 from the Rome Air L
Development Center.

Fig. 1. Sensitive volume embedded in larger surround.
Model calculates the energy deposited within the ,'.

sensitive volume by charged particles emerging from
nuclear reactions initiated anywhere within the larger
volume.
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1074 r
the paths of all of the charged secondaries are
followed in the simulations to determine vnether they
cross the sensitive volume. A spectrum of the energy
deposited in the sensitive volume per nuclear interac-
tion is thereby obtained. mPSTS

We previously reported that. according to our so oMW
simulation model. the energy-deposition spectra for a...
thin slabs of silicon are dominated by contributions -I~ -
from the nuclear recoil. This conclusion appears to be
true for large energy depositions in GaAs also. It I,
should be noted that the model &ases the sensitive
volume to have the shape of a rectangular prism. while I
the detectors used in the experimental measurements
are cylindrical slabs. The difference does not appear As
to be significant.

RSULTS

figures 2& and 2b compare the integral en- NMDPITO(e
ergy-deposition spectra in one micrometer cubes of
silicon and gallium arsenide. Figures 2c and 2d sake a 2.b
similar comparison for 10 micrometer cubes. For both
simulations the exposures were to unidirectional beams I I

of protons incident normalI to the cube face with en-
ergies of 25. 50. 100. 200 and 300 MeV. These
calculations include only inelastic nuclear regct ions
initiated inside the sensitive volume and do not in- 7r
dlude contributions from reactions in the surround. Wc! Prt
Comparison shows that for the lower proton energies n Um.
c onsiderably more energy is deposited in the sil iconwI
volumes than the corresponding gallium-arsenide ones. 3 0 S12OOv
For the 10 micrometer cube exposed to 25 MeV protons .

the number of events in which more than 2 MeV is de-
posited is nearly 50 times larger in the silicon then N

*in the gallium arsenide. The explanation for this is
in the nuclear kinematics. Gallium and arsenic are ' .'

msore massive than silicon. and it is kinematically
more difficult to give them as much recoil energy as
to a silicon nucleus. The model also predicts that
silicon reactions at these energies emit a sizable
proportion of charged secondary particles while the

*secondaries from gallium arsenide are mostly neutrons. 0 4 5 It 5 to 24 to
I EMENO OEPOSTED(MVI

2.c

$A. as* ROTMS

ncmp1I.0 --PTO 949mv

20-*00w.t
mom...

Mom

I-k

7~ .

0 4 is Ito 20 24 so

EmERY DEPOSITED 1MeV)

2.a

0 4 0 I 06 so
ENERM' DPNOSTED (MeY)

2.d -

Fig. 2. Integral energy-deposition spectra for protons
of different incident energies incident on a) a one
micrometer cube of silicon. b) a one micrometer cube
of GaAs. c) a 10 micrometer cube of silicon, and d) a
10 micrometer cube of GaAs. N~o surround.
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At higher incident proton energies, especially One goal of our research effort is to determine

for smaller sensitive volumes. the long-range silicon how the energy deposition in a sensitive volume scales

nuclei leave the sensitive volume before depositing with feature size. A simple approach to scaling is il-

all of their energy. The gallium and arsenic recoils. lustrated in Pig. 3 by plotting the ratio of the cross
being shorter, tend to remain inside and this leads to section for some threshold energy deposition. E.D., in

greater energy depositions in the smaller GaAs volumes a cube of dimensions, t. to the volume of the cube as

than in silicon volumes of the same dimensions. This a function of incident proton kinetic energy for vari-
is seen in comparing the corresponding curves in Pigs ous values of E.D./t. Since the probability for in-

2a and 2b. If the sensitive volume has larger elastic interactions per unit volume is uniform over

dimensions a greater fraction of the silicon recoil the range of sizes considered, the data for E.D./t > 0

remains inside and the energy depositions are larger for all values of t lie on the same curve. One can %
for Si than for GaAs as can be seen for 10 micrometers thus obtain the cross section for a nuclear reaction
in Figs. 2c and 2d. Only for the highest energy de- in a microvolume of arbitrary area A and thickness t

positions in the 10 micrometer cubes do the GaAs by mltiplying the abscissa value by A t. Such simple

curves equal the corresponding Si ones. scaling also appears to hold for small energy de-

S. -positions in small microvolumes but not for larger en-
Lamuc ,rgy depositions in thicker microvolumes. The data .

for E.D./t > 1 MeV per cubic micron fall on the same

curve for smeller cubes but not for the largest. As

-. 7 E.D./t increases the divergence for the larger cube

sizes increases quickly.

Effects of Surround

A A closer approach to real conditions in a chip is
Q - made by embedding the small sensitive volume in a

larger volume as in Fig. 1. For sufficiently small

C C sensitive volumes, most of the energy deposited will
come from interactions initiated outside of the

b sensitive volume. In Fig. 4a are shown the calculated
integral energy-deposition spectra in silicon for a

- ° cubic sensitive volume of one micron with no surround.

and for the same volume embedded in a 2 nicron cube, a

S4 micron cube .and an 8 micron cube- all of silicon.
" ~ J 0 ~J The corresponding curves for gallium arsenide are

shown in Fig. 4b. The low energy depositions are due

alo "to secondary particles. while nuclear recoils dominate
a O100 100 Woat higher energy depositions. The gallium arsenide
PROTON EN[RGY(MeV) data in Fig. 4b show little increase as the large cube

3.a is increased from 2 microns to 8 microns. except at
the smallest energy depositions where the long range

secondaries dominate.

too°

* 0

b

3.b 0 '0 Zo

ENERY )ePOVT)OV)

Fig. 3. Ratio of the cross section for depositing at a.a
least some value. I.D., in a cube of a) silicon and b) 1" .

GaAs for dimensions t on a side versus the energy of
the incident proton for different values of E.D./t and

t. Volume expressed as Ac vhere A t

MOURNS-.. %
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1016 energy carried by the recoil determines the energy de-

posited and larger energies will be deposited if the
sensitive volume lies in silicon.

1 .
. ..

1- 
.000

z
huphi

0

U*I0 
Si-.

LCC

0 1.0 20

ENERGY DEPOSITED (MoVI 0.

4.b 0 02
FRAGMENT MASS NUMBER

Fig. 4. Integral spectra for energy deposited in a one A N

micrometer cube of a) silicon and b) GaAs as a result
of protons incident at 100 HeV. The solid curve in-
cludes only the contributions from nuclear reactions
initiated within the cube itself; the dashed curve
includes energy depositions in the cube from
secondaries emerging from events initated within one
micrometer of the cubei the dot-dashed curve includes o0..
contributions from events intiated within 2
micrometers; and the dotted curve includes con-
tributions from events initiated within 4 micrometers

of the cube. The surround is assumed to be the same -9
material as the cube. h-

In silicon, events generated far from the sensitive
volume contribute significantly, as seen in Fig. 4a. 4.-:.
This is presumably due to the longer range of the re- 0

coiling nuclear fragment following a nuclear reaction
in silicon. If one is concerned with lower energy de-
positions (for example. circuits sensitive to alpha
particles) then the effect of energetic charged

secondaries is more important. In that case the con- ,o
tribution from reactions initiated within a few 0 0 70
hundred microns of the sensitive volume must be in- 

FRAGMENT MASS NUMB- .

cluded. 
FA b MASS NUMBE

5.b
Most of the large-energy-deposition events are

due to the traversal of the sensitive volume by the Fig. 5. Distribution in atomic mass number of the re-

recoiling nuclear fragment. The fragment deposits all coiling nuclear fragments following nuclear in-

or most of its energy within a short distance and is. teractions of 100 MeV incident protons in a) silicon

thereby. a source of large energy depositions, and b) GaAs.

Figures 5S and 5b are calculated histograms of the
atomic mass spectra of the nuclear fragments resulting SUMY

from proton-induced nuclear reactions in silicon and Theoretical energy-deposition spectra from pro-

gallium arsenide for an incident energy of 100 MeV. ton-induced nuclear reactions in microscopic volumes

The energy spectra of the recoiling heavy fragments of silicon and gallium arseni 4- have been calculated.

emerging from these reactions are plotted for silicon The computer model has previously been shown to give

and gallium arsenide in Figs. 6a and 6b. respectively, good agreement with experimental values from silicon.

The recoils in GaAs have lower energies and cor- Greater energy depositions are seen in silicon for low

respondingly shorter ranges than those in silicon; as incident proton energies and large sensitive volumes.

a result, the stopping power or linear energy transfer while gallium-arsenide reactions deposit more energy

(LET) of a recoil in GaAs is typically higher than for at the higher incident proton energies in small

a recoil in silicon. If the smallest dimension of the Sensitive volumes. The effect of the surround is

sensitive volume is smaller than the range of the particularly important with silicon, as the residual

typical recoil, the LET determines the energy de- nuclei from silicon reactions can have long ranges

posited in the sensitive volume and larger energies but, even in GaAs. the contribution from nuclear re-

will be deposited for the same dimensions in GaAs; actions initiated outside the sensitive volume will

if, on the other hand, the smallest dimension is larg- exceed the contribution from those initiated within

er than the range of the energetic recoils, the total for circuits having LSZ geometries.

,. .,-- -. ~. - -. - -. .....

. -" ." .. ,...%..-. .. .'d .".'.*. -" -.-. ' - -- ---.- ---- - - - - - - -----.-.- -,--.- ..--.. '. -... 
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Fig. 6. Distr~bution of the kinetic energy of the re-
coiling nuclear fragment following interactions
between 100 MeV protons and a) silicon nuclei or b)
GaAs nuclei.
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ABSTRACT

Evidence is presented for enhanced charge collection
near the edges of large-area test structures on b
Rockwell's GaAs 256 bit memory devices when held at be similar to that of the depletion layer with the
high bias. Simulation calculations show that such en- dimensions extended beyond the depletion layer
hanced charge collection at the edges of critical somewhat to account for the diffusion of charges into

structures could lead to greatly increased SEU rates the depletion region. Of course, simple extension of
the assumed sensitive volume beyond the depletion re-in space gion is not expected to be sufficient to account for

INTRODUCTION any contributions to the charge collected across the
depletion region through field-assisted drift, either

Microelectronic circuits based on GaAs technology along the trajectory of the secondary charged
have intrinsic advantages in speed and relative in- particles or at the edges of the sensitive
sensitivity to radiation over comparable silicon-based microstructure. There is evidence for large regions
circuits. However, single event upsets (SEUs) have re- of intense fields which extend considerable distances
cently been observed when GaAs circuits have been ex- beyond the edges of the MESFET gates (7) and p-n
posed to energetic protons, presumably as a result of junctions (8) in GaAs.
proton-induced nuclear reactions in the speed-up
capacitors or under the gates of the field-effect
transistors (FETs). The standard model of pro- The purpose of this report is to present evidence
ton-induced SEU# involves nuclear reactions between of enhanced charge collection at the edge of GaAs test
the protons and the nuclei of the atoms making up the structures and to describe some implications of such
circuit elements and the generation of numerous elec- field-assisted drift on the sensitivity of devices to
tron-hole pairs along the trajectories of all the proton-induced upsets.
secondary charged particles emerging from the event.
especially the recoiling nuclear fragment (1). The
condition for an event, according to this model, is EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
the collection of more than a critical charge across
depletion region formed under one of the SEU sensitive The test structure used in this study was a large
gates under bias. When the target material is GaAs. field effect transistor (FET) with a gate having
the recoiling nuclear fragments have higher charge. lateral dimensions of 138 micrometers wide by 328
lower energy, and much higher LET compared to the micrometers long; this is the Fat FET" test
equivalent circuit elements formed in silicon (2). structure from the same wafers as Rockwell's 256 bitGaAs RAM device. It received their N- (selenium) im-

plant. for which a typical doping profile is shown in
A couputor-simulation model developed at Clarkson Fig. 1. It is compared in the figure with the doping

for energy deposition in silicon microstructures (3) profile corresponding to their N+ (sulfur) implant.
has recently been extended to GaAs microstructures (2) The dashed curve represents the profile when both the
inviting comparison between theory and experiment. N- and N+ implants are carried out. The area surround-
This comparison requires detailed knowledge of the ing the Fat FET is covered by a layer of sputtered
dimensions of the device's sensitive microvolumes. silicon nitrite. No proton bombardment was used for
within which the charge generated contributes to the isolation.
probability of an SEU. Most SEU models (1-6) postulate
the existence of sensitive volumes associated with
certain depletion regions on the device where the The charge collection efficiency of various test
geometry of the sensitive volume is usually assumed to structures were measured as a function of position by

exposing the device under test to 1.6 MeV helium ions
This work supported by Air Force Contract No. collimated by means of a beam defining aperture of 2.5
F19628-82-K-004 from Rome Air Development Center and micrometers diameter. These measurements were carried
by the DAPRA/DNA Single Event Upset Program. out using the microbeam facility established at the

NRL's Van de Graaff accelerator.

0018-9499 4 1:0-1128S1.OO 1984 IEEE
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The signal which resulted when the 
test structure was volts. measurements along the length of the N- Sate

traversed by a helium ion was processed by a charge show enhancements of about 50 percent when the

sensitive preamplifier connected to a shaping amplifi- isicrobem probes reach the edge. as shown in Fig. 4

er with the resulting signal recorded by a pulse for a ate bias of -1.75 volts with the edge at

height analyzer, just as if the test structure were a approximately 80 micrometers on the abcissa.

nuclear solid state detector. The collection

efficiency was defined to be the ratio of the measured

signal to that measured with the same electronics when C4AE COLLECTION EFF.

identical bem particles are stopped in a silicon d- VS. BIAS

tector. No correction was made for the difference in

V values (average energy deposited per electron-hole - _- ,T -",

pair) between the two materials. ,y ..

10.

-LOO -1.00 0.00
r* BIAS (VOLTS)

Fig. 3. Charge collection efficiency versus bias

voltage for fat FET test structures with N- and N+ in-

Z - plants.

CNARE COLLECTION .FF. VS POSITION

so.

"".01 .1to C 0c VO LT all' ~ "' '"
0 00:00~

DEPTH~ (pmn) 10bi- , 0 ~a I

FIG. 1. Doping profiles for the N- (selenium) and N 0 20 40 go so 100

(sulfur) implants. POSInON paOc carn (pm)-"

Fig. 4. Collection efficiency versus position in

Figure 2 plots the collection efficiency measured micrometers along the length under the gate of a Fat

for charge collected on the gate of a Fat FET test FIT test structure with the N- implant and either zero

structure as a function of position along the gate or -1.75 volts bias

width. The right edge of the gate lies at
approximately +15 micrometers in the figure. Similar

results were also seen for the N+ structure. Apparent- GEOMETRY OF THE SENSITIVE VOLUME

ly the charge collection increases as the microbeam

probes locations near and beyond the edge of the The collection efficiency data of Figs. 2-4 can

gate. For the measurements shown in Fig. 2, the be used to obtain rough estimates of the dimensions of

. source and drain were grounded and the gate biased at the sensitive volume for the Rockwell Fat PET

- 1.2 volts, structures within which any charge generated should be
collected. The lateral dimensions are easiest since

the regions of enhancement extend roughly 10
micrometers beyond each edge. According to Fig. 3. the

CHARGE COLLECTION 1PF. VS POSITION thickness of the sensitive volume will depend on bias

for the N- implant but not for the N+ implant. This

cc0 is consistent with the fact that the width or thick-

30so ness of the depletion region should exhibit far great-i" W er increases with bias for the lower density Nq- im-

ei to. a a plant than for the higher density N+ implant. At zero
a , a a bias the thickness of the depletion region for both ,.:-.

shouldn't extend much beyond 0.1 to 0.2 micrometers.

0-, 000 Yet the data of Figs 2 and 4 suggest that even for

.s 0 5 So whet should be thin depletion regions in test

POSITION ALON SAT WIDTH (pmn structures with either the N+ implant or the N- im-
plant at low bias. at least 10 percent of the charge

. Fig. 2. Charge collection efficiency versus position generated along the entire trajectory of the 1.6 MeV

along the width ,nder the gate of a Fat FET test helium ions is collected. Host of this is presumably "

structure with the N- implant biased at -1.2 volts, due to charges generated outside the depletion region

reaching the depletion region by diffusion or drift. ,

The charge collection efficiency measured under

the ga~e increased considerably as the bias became The thickness of any part of the sensitive volume
more negative for the N- implant but not for the N+ can be estimated from the charge collected at that

implant. as shown in Fig. 3; the collection efficiency location by calculating the fraction F of the helium

for the fat PET with the N- implant increased from 15 ions incident energy that is deposited in the

to 20 percent as the bias changed from -1.2 to -1.75 sensitive volume, assuming that all charge generated

....--.. . .
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flip-flops but if it is due to diffusion of charge 4.G. I. Farrell and P. J. NMculcy. "Nicrodose itric ,
during the relatively long tategration tiLe if the PEA Aspecta of Proton-Induced Nuclear Reactions in .. p_

circuits. the contribution to SKUs would be such "ses. Silicon IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-29. 2012-2016
On* would expct the relative costributioca of edge (1962)

effects to be greater as ae aevices re scalec down. "figure 7. repeats the calculation assuming te 5. D. Binder, 1. C. Smith. and A. 5. HntreD. '

dimensions of the sensitive region have been reducei "Satellite Anomalies from Galactic Cosmic Keys- 1911
to I X 50 micromters but the edge regions are assumed Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-22, 2675 (1975). b

to extend the am distance beyond the lsarsal_'-

dimensions of the saller gate at they did for the 6. J. C. Pickel and j1. I. Blandford. "Cosmic- Bay

larger Pat rIT. While chase reduced dimesosas are Induced Errors in MOS Memory Cells- IEEE Trans. Nut1.
still larger aloag one side than a circuit rFT. the Sci. NS-25. 1166 (1978).
edge effects already dominate the e.ergy-dposition
spectra. Of course, it is not realistic to expect the 7. L. D. Fleaner, -Position and iais Dependence of %

enhanced charge collection at the edge of the smll Transient Ladiation Effects in Gas Devicls in Ga0s

FIT gate :o extend as far as for the the VIat-PET test IC Symposium Tech. Digest 129-131 (1983).
structure but the conclusion that a comaiderable en-
bancement of char&e collection is to be expected over S. K. Lebovec and R. Zuleeg. -Admittance of Gallium"
that predicted without including edge effects is pro- Arsenide P-N Diodes with Lateral Base Contact Sol.
bably justified. State Elect., to be published.

10'9. 1. L. Baines and A. B. Whitehead Pulse Haight
Defect and Energy Dispersion in Semiconductor
Detectors- Rev. of Sc. Inst. 37. 190-194 (1966).

t o.-t,., 10. P. Iothvell. 1. Filt. and P.J. McNulty. Light
Flashes Observed On Skylab 4-Role of Nuclear Stars

a Science 193. 1002 (1976).

E

b 102-0.0
. . ,

0

0

0

0

0O • - .

ENERGY DEPOSITED (30eV)

Fig. 7. Same integral energy-deposition spectra
calculated for a test structure in which the lateral
dimensions of the central region of the device have
been reduced to I x 50 micrometers but the edges of
enhanced charge collection extend beyond in the same
manner as in Fig. 5.
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Appendix C._.

METHODS FOR CALCULATING SEU RATES FOR BIPOLAR AN4D NMOS CIRCUITS

P. 1. McNulty, W. C. Abdel-ader, and J. M. Bisgrove

Physics Department

Clarksun University
Potsdam. New York 13676

ABSTRACT :

Computer codes developed at Clarkson for parallelepipeds surrounding or close to the interac-
simulating charge generation by proton-induced tion. They are Honte-Carlo programs which choose the
nuclear reactions in well-defined silicon energy and trajectory of the incident proton accord-
microstructurea can be used to calculate SEU rates ing to the environment or accelerator exposure being
for specific devices when the critical charge and the simulated, randomize the locations of any nuclear re-
dimensiona of all SEU sensitive junctions on the de- actions according to the inelastic cross section. and
vice are known, provided one can estimate the con- follow the standard cascade and evaporation models in
tribution from externally-generated charge which en- choosing the ideatity. energy, and direction of
ters the sensitive junction by drift and diffusion. secondary particles emerging from the cascade and
Calculations for two important bipolar devices, the evaporation stages of the interaction. For details
APD 29013 bit slice and the Fairchild 93L422 RAM, for of the nuclear physics behind the codes see Refs. 7-9
which the dimensions of the sensitive volumes were and especially Ref. 10. The computer follows each
estimated from available heavy-ion test data, have secondary particle to determine whether it intersects
been found to be in agreement with experimental data. the sensitive volume defined by a parallelepiped as
Circuit data for the Intel 2164A, an alpha sensitive shown in Fig. i. It then calculates the energy de "
dWA. was provided by the manufacturer. Calculations posited in the sensitive volume by all the intersect-
based on crude assumptions regarding which nuclear ing charged particles. The energy deposited can be
recoils and which alphas trigger upsets in the 2164A converted to charge generated by dividing by 22
were found to agree with experimental data. HeV/pC.

INTRODUCTION

Single-event upsets (SEUs) experienced by
circuits traversing the inner radiation belts are
primarily the result of nuclear reactions induced by
protons trapped in the belts (1.2). In order to per-
form reliable calculations of SEU rates for specific INCIDENT PARTICLE
devices, one must have a detailed knowledge of the
natural proton environment, the ability to predict b
the pattern of charge generated by nuclear reactions
as a function of incident proton energy, and, for
each of the SEU sensitive junctions on the device. SENSITIVE
the dimensions of the junction and the critical VLMcharge that must be collected across that junction to VOLUME
trigger an upset. This paper describes how codes de- ELEMENT
veloped in our laboratory to predict charge genera-
tiou in microstructures have been combined with
simple assumptions regarding circuit response to
calculate SEU rates in two different device types. /- SECONDARY
The Intel 

2
1
6
4A was selected for calculations because PARTICLES

both the required circuit information and consistent
proton SEU Cross section data is available (3). The
:9013 bit slice was chosen because, in addition to
proton data (4), heavy-ion SEU cross section
measurements on the memory registers are available
(5) which could be used to estimate critical charges
and cross sectional areas for the sensitive junctions Fig. 1 Schematic of nuclear reaction relative to
on the device, and the presence of a buried layer de- sensitive volume.
fines the thickness of the associated sensitive
volume. The heavy-ion data available for the 93L422
(6) is less complete but good proton data exists The codes have been tested extensively in
(6). Upsets in the 29013 and the 931,422 bipolar de- silicon by comparison with pulse-height spectra of
vices have proven to be an important problem for many the charge collected in nuclear solid-state detectors
satellite systems. with detector thicknesses ranging from 2 Um to 97 -m

exposed in air to protons having incident energies
CLAR5SON SIMULATION CODES ranging from 27 to 158 MeV. The codes are found to

give good fits to the experimental data (7. 11). A
Codes have been developed at Clarkson by Farrell typical comparison of simulated and measured in -

and McNulty (7,8) which simulate the nucl'ar reaction tegrated pulse-height spectra is shown for 125 MeV
and calculate the energy deposition within protons incident on a 2.5 micron thick detector in

Fig. 2.
*Supported in part by AFGL and the DNA-DARPA SEU pro-
gram.
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addressed during the exposure. Since only data for
the unaddressed mode exist for both heavy ions and
protons. we limit ourselves to this mode in what

follows.

10

.~ A THEORY-z

1- -00

U. I. '

, •. . I .,
10 z

i']ENERGY DEPOSITED (M.V) a- ,oS'' -,-

Fig. 2 Comparison of thoretical calculations of the ,

10 102

0number of events in which more than a 0 0..

ve ofi h energy deposited versus that ENERGY DEPOSITED (MeV) ,

~value of the energy deposited. "

Fig. 3 Comparison of the simulated spectra of

User inputs include the number of protons in- events in which more than a certain energy

cident on the exposed area. their energy spectra. and is deposited in a I um cube of silicon em-

their angular distribution. Monoenergetic un- bedded in different thicknesses of silicon .

idirectional beams arriving at normal incidence to surround but exposed to the same fluence of

the chip were used in all the comparisons with protons. Nuclear reactions can occur a.
accelerator data described below. The user must also anywhere in the larger volume. Curves are
specify the dimensions of the larger parallelepiped drawn for external cubical volumes of I um
in which nuclear reactions may be initiated and the (solid).

2 
um (dashed).4 Wm (dot-dash).and 8

location and dimensions of the smaller parallelepiped jm (dot).
representing the sensitive volume within which the
energy deposition is to be calculated.

- Figure 3 compares the simulated energy deposi-
tion for the same small sensitive volume embedded in
different thicknesses of surround. Significant con- 0".".

- tributions to the integrated energy-deposition .. .....

spectra appear to only come from interactions that
-ccur within 10 _m of the sensitive volume except at 0 -
very small energy depositions. Low energy de- - o

. posLtions are dominated by traversals of the z . 4 $V,..... .•

sensitive volume by alphas and other light

. secondaries as e-idecced by a sharp increase in .
events. This is consistert with our earlier con- . .'
cluaion that the recoiling nuclear fragment is the 010- U 0

romAr'/ mens f generating sufficient charge to . U-t

generate an SEU in circuits that are insensitive to
" a phas (12). For circuits not sensitive to alpha 20 0 60 0 'O zo

strikes, the calculations can be shortened con- .KINIc INso,(M,-
s6ierably by only considering nuclear interactions

that occur witntn 10 _m or so of the sensitive volume

BIPOLAR CIRCUITS

The AMD 2903 has been the subject of thorough Fig. 4 SEU cross section versus kinetic energy of
stiaes of its SEU response to both protons And heavy the incident bromine ion. Taken from Ref.
-ons at JPL. Zoutendyk. et al. (5i have shown tthat 5. Dashed line3 represent our attempt t-, fit
the 90l5 .xhibts diffr-rnt SEV cross sctione de- their data by four sensitive volumes.
• in 'pon e. 6,ether tIte c rcutt e:eTent Ib r),fln

.%



2901B (4). The cross-sectional areas that were ob- I--

tained from Fig. 4 and used for these calculations
are given in column 2 of Table 1. Column I represents
the range of energy depositions in the 3 1m sensitive

layer between threshold for that sensitive volume and
__________________ LAW:____ _ threshold for the next larger one. Since the

i_ _ PALSI_l _I_; 0._ sensitive volumes are nested, the proton cross see-
___ _1_ 0_'__._, tion for upsets at a given proton energy is taken to

____ ,__;_4 "-"u7- be the sum of the cross sections for depositing an
VItrLA S LO 0.6 energy between the threshold for that volume and the

.. 3. /threshold for the next larger. These values are
V("I listed in Table 1.

BASI 
%PILAN.,

Tole I (2901B
5. BURIEDWEA1R I

P" SUSSIRAIE 00 j:*** € * ,,, } P.ooe I...Oy(UoV|

P_ *VI In $290
-..

1.o -S.9 10 2O 342 1 .2 10"' 1.5 10
"1

,

4.0 - . 120 2.0 to" 1.21 l 1.se o

11.0 _21.9 1000 $ i 10
J  

I o.%14 ,10

Fig. 5 Schematic taken from Ref. 5 shov ng the

thicknesses of the layers of a 2901B circuit Ssu cEosI 1I€?lO ml / OEvICE 2.32 10
O 

01,QI
0

element.

The SEU cross sections measured by Zoucendyk. et
&l. (5) are plotted as circles in Fig. 4 versus the Comparison between these calculated values and
energy of the incident bromine ion. Figure 5 is a the experimental proton measurements on the 2901B
schematic of the 2901B shoving the thicknesses of the taken from Ref. 4 is shown in Fig. 6. Circles re- .'.
various layers of a circuit element. According to present simulated ti,.: sections from this paper and
Ref. 5. the collected charge is the charge generated the dashed curve connects the experimentally measured
in the silicon layer between the level of the values at the same incident energies. The fit is ex-
base-emitter junction and the top of the buried lay- cellent at the lower proton energies and reasonably
er. a distance of 

3
um. Using the recipe and Figs. 6 good even at the highest energy. .*_ .-

and 7 from Ref. 5. the charge generated in this layer
can be calculated for any bromine energy.

The dashed lines in Fig. 4 attempt to represent ao
* their measured cross sections by the lateral .
* dimensions of four sensitive volumes - each having .. .

different critical charges. The cross sectional areas /
of the four volumes can be obtained from the ordinate /
of Fig. 4 and the critical charges can determined
from the abscissa. The thickness of all four are 2 /
3wm. The critical charges determined for the four 0
equivalent structures are given in Fig. 4 with arrows

- pointing to their corresponding thresholds. The pre- ..

-ence of the buried layer presumably terminates any 5
charge that might otherwise enter the sensitive & "
vc!.=e bvy drift or diffusion from deeper in the sub- .

at'.a 'e. The fact that the four sensitive volumes are
strte 0. 60 00 0 '0

*nested must be taken into account in the proton 10OTO 10RG 50 0 0000
" :a.uaclons. PROTON ENERGY (MeV)

Calculations
Fig. 6 Comparison of calculated SERU cross section.

the C¢arkson codes were used to simulate the (circles) with measurements at the same in- %
. puseheight spectra for exposure of the four cident proton energies for the 2901B. Dashed

senstive volumes to protons incident at the three curve connects experimental points from Ref.
energies ,.or which JPL protL-n data exist for the

%°% ,.%

3 -



A second bipolar device for which JPL heavy-ion in the short recoils were collected through
and proton data exist is the PSC 931.422 RA4. field-assisted drift. The number ot such intersect-
Reference 6 reports a single measured threshold LET ing recoils resulting from simulated exposures t
of 1.8 MeV cm2 /mg and a flat SZU cross section of given fluences of protons are listed in row 5 of0
2000 ;j=2 for ions having higher LETs. The sensitive Table 2 for five different proton energies. The cor-

. volumes are arbitrarily assumed to have a thickness responding SEU cross sections for a 64K memory with
. of 15 irn. A normally-incident particle with this alternating locations filled with ones and zeros are

threshold LET would deposit 6.2 MeV in a 15 um layer given in roy 6.
of silicon. The Clarkson proton codes were used to
calculate the cross section for depositing more than
6.2 MeV in a sensitive volume with lateral dimensions The 2164A can be upset by alphas but the large
given by the SKU heavy-ion cross section and a thick- critical charge suggest that only alphas that
ness of 15 um. Our calculations were not particular- traverse the sensitive volume near the end of their
ly sensitive to the thickness chosen for the range will trigger an upset. The high ionization
sensitive volume. Figure 7 shows a comparison of our levels needed to maintain field assisted drift along
simulated cross sections (circles) calculated at a the trajectory are more likely to occur near the end
number of incident proton energies with the curve re- of the track. The numbers of alphas in these
ported in Ref. 6 to best fit the JPL measured simulations to emerge from nuclear reactions and
values. Again the agreement is excellent, strike the sensitive volume during the last 5 um of

its range are given in row 7 of Table 2 with the cor- --
responding SEU cross sections per device given in row
8. The total proton cross section. i.e.. the sum of

W the cross sections for recoil-induced and
> alpha-induced errors is given in the bottom row of

w Table 2.

......-

.0"-tv table 2 (241. 2164A)

0..t.4 | l,. *2) 02f 41 _7 10

/~3 ....

'. ~~~~PROTON ENERGY (MaV) " '"* ...... 1

I V v 0024 OS' 22

Fig 7 oparison of calculated SE ross..ections 0,. ... ... a , . . ..
(circles) with with the best-fit curve from_,
Ref. 6 for their 93L422 proton data.

NMOS DRAN

Experimentsal measurements to be described
We assumed that SEUs in the Intel 2164A dRAM re- elsewhere (3) have been carried jut at the same in-

sult fron collecting a sufficient number of electrons cident proton energies as used in the simulations.

:o exceed the critical charge required for sn error. The advantage of these measurements over the earlier
IZ9 fC )r 3.3 MeV. The lateral dimensions of the measurements on dRAMS (12.13) is that the 2164A. a
ieniitive volume were taken to be those of the memory part designed for military applications, exhibits far
:e'' 3.5 m x 16.5 im and the thickness taken to be less variation in SEU cross section among devices 777
that of the depletion region under the node. 0.18 than was true for those earlier commercial parts.

The measured values presented below are averages of
the cross sections measured for five parts where each

7be collection of charge generated outside this measurement included over 100 errors. Figure 8 com-
sersitve volume through drift and diffusion must be pares theory and experiment. The dashed lines connect
:onsidered. As a first attempt. e assumed that all points that represent the average measured cross sec-
reco~ing residual nuclear frsagments that traverse tion and the circles represent the simulated cross
tne sensitive volume trigger an upset if the recoil sectLons. The agreement is quite good except at 21
na ' a total kinetic energy equal to or greater than MeV. It is interebtiOng to note that reducitg theieV. .e.. e asumed sa i the char&es genert,d crtical charge by about a factor of 2 would bring

. .. .:
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